Global First - Center for Combating Pandemics
Tel Aviv University recently launched the Center for Combating
Pandemics, the first of its kind in Israel and possibly the world.
Building on TAU’s innovation record, interdisciplinary culture, and strong
links with hospitals, industry and government, the Center has three main
focusses. It will strive to improve frontline containment of infection, bolster
biomedical knowledge for developing vaccines and treatments, and
strengthen nations' capacity to ensure social and economic
resilience. Please watch this video or click on the link below for more
information. To learn more about the center click here.

To help SUPPORT the center click here

Our Future Depends on Their Future... Their Future
Depends on You!

Register HERE

TAU celebrates International
Women's Day on 8 March 2021 at
5pm! Details to follow.

In case you missed it..

Click here to access our full webinar library

Podcast: Winning Deals by Building the Ultimate
Ecosystem

"We don't want to create just another VC. The main thing we are doing
here is creating an entire ecosystem around us. We take advantage of the
fact that Tel Aviv University is a great brand and resource. We bring
industry and corporates as close as we can, to collaborate with potential
customers of our startups and engage the university in any way we can.
This is what creates value." Nimrod Cohen

To listen click HERE

TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY
TEAM RECEIVES PRIZE
FOR SIGNIFICANT
TECHNOLOGICAL
IMPACT TO FILM
INDUSTRY
Every year, in addition to the
winners of the traditional Oscars,
the American Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences
announces winners of a significant
scientific and engineering
contribution to the film industry: TAU
faculty and TAU Alumni winners
were announced last week as part
of the start-up Amimon, wireless
video technology. Congratulations!
(Left to right): Guy Dorman, Dr Zvi
Reznic, Prof. Meir Feder and Ron
Yogev.

TEL AVIV’S
ECOLOGICAL OASIS:
THE YEHUDA NAFTALI
BOTANIC GARDEN AT
TAU
A donor-supported renovation
focuses on research, facilities and
visitor access. TAU’s Yehuda Naftali
Botanic Garden is a Tel Aviv oasis
for all, a collaborative research hub
for plant scientists, engineers and
neuroscientists, as well as a
beautiful urban nature site that
welcomes schoolchildren, soldiers
and the general public and numbers
among the city’s top tourist
attractions.

Read more

Read more

National Cancer Prevention Month

TAU research proves connection for first time, can be
base for cancer drugs
What makes cancer cells different from ordinary cells in our bodies? Can
these differences be used to strike at them and paralyze their activity? The
search for unique characteristics of cancer cells is a building block of
modern cancer research. Read more about a new study at Tel Aviv
University.

Read more

Support us

Donate Here
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